
“We were looking for an app to control project time 

and assign hours to projects and differentiate between 

billable and non-hours to clients. We needed to be able 

to assign hours to each client, each project, and each 

worker. It was crucial to have budgetary control of our 

projects” says Fernando González Miguel, MSc 

Industrial Engineer at Inova Ingenieros. And he added: 

“We had just implemented Microsoft Teams in our 

company. Each channel of Microsoft Teams is 

considered as a project and therefore it is important for 

us to have a fully integrated tool with Microsoft Teams 

like Klynke.”

“The tool that meets our expectations and 
has improved our effectiveness.”

At a glance

Customer: Inova Ingenieros

Website: https://www.inovaingenieros.com/

Customer size: Small (1 - 49 employees)

Country: Spain, Zaragoza 

Industry: Professional Services 

Products and services: Microsoft 365 & Teams 
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Klynke ehf., Inova 
Ingenieros, and Microsoft 
365

Inova Ingenieros founded 2001 in Spain.

Industry: Engineering and industrial architecture consultancy. “After 

several weeks researching and testing different tools, we decided to 

use Klynke. It's easy to assign hours and track time, create new 

projects and allows to distinguish between different types of tasks to 

be carried out within the same project. Klynke has met our 

expectations, allows us to control project times and improve 

efficiency” Fernando González Miguel MSc

Save time and turn your 

Microsoft Teams Channel into a 

project space for time tracking 

with Klynke. You can custom 

filter your timesheets and 

export them to Microsoft Excel 

ready for billing.

Customer challenges

Inova Ingenieros was looking for a tool that was fully integrated 

with Microsoft 365 and decided to use Klynke. They benefit from 

the feature of Klynke to turn Microsoft Teams channel into project 

space integratating Microsoft Planner tasks and adds time tracking 

features to Microsoft 365. The seamless integration with Microsoft 

365 and the easy Klynke classification of tasks for different types of 

work within the same project helped Inova to meet their goals.

Partner solutions

Customers can save time and benefit from the seamless 

integration with their Microsoft 365 subscription. Easy time 

tracking on teams and projects, Microsoft Outlook Calendar 

Events, and Planner Tasks. The solution increases business process 

efficiences like Fernando González Miguel at Inova Ingenieros says:

“Overall, Klynke has met our expectations and has allowed us to 

control project times and improve our effectiveness and efficiency 

easily and effectively.“

Customer benefits

Instant overview of time with 

actual time vs. estimated time 

on time spent on teams and 

projects. “It was crucial to be 

able to have budgetary control 

of the projects” Fernando 

González Miguel MSc.

Klynke is meeting the need of 

today's workers who have 

Microsoft Teams installed on 

their mobile phones, tablets, 

etc. Working from home, on 

the go, or hybrid, Klynke 

provides full flexibility.
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